
NEW YORK FUND TAPS AQUILA HONCHO 
TO LAUNCH ENERGY TRADING
New York-based multi-strategy hedge fund D.E. Shaw, with $4.3 billion in capital under
management, has hired Kevin Fox, former senior v.p. and general manager of commodity
services at Aquila, to launch an energy-trading operation. D.E. Shaw expects to trade both
physically and financially settled energy contracts and has hired additional trading
personnel, according to an official familiar with the fund’s strategy. Fox, who is due to join
the secretive hedge fund today, could not be reached for comment. Officials at D.E. Shaw

(continued on page 7)

ALLEGHENY PUTS 1.5 GW OF PLANTS & PART 
OF TRADING BOOK ON THE BLOCK
Embattled power company Allegheny Energy is actively looking to sell some 1,500 MW
of coal and natural gas fired generation and part of its electricity trading book to alleviate
a credit crunch that has seen its share price fall 50% in the last week. Mike Morrell,
president of Allegheny Energy Supply in Hagerstown, Md., told PFR it has retained
JPMorganChase to advise on the generation sale and Salomon Smith Barney to advise
on the trading book sell off. “We’re working very hard to maintain liquidity,” he says,

(continued on page 8)

PRESSURE MOUNTS ON TXU TO SCRAP 
EUROPEAN BAILOUT
Pressure is mounting on TXU Corp. to abandon plans to inject $700 million of
emergency equity funding into its stricken European business and let the subsidiary fend
for itself. Such a U-turn would almost certainly send TXU Europe to the wall, say market
watchers. If TXU Corp. decides to withhold the cash “we see little future for TXU Europe
and would expect it to file for bankruptcy fairly quickly,” forecasts Marc Watton of BNP
Paribas, Institutional Investor’s top-ranked European utility debt analyst. Carol Peters, a

(continued on page 8)

AEP PLOTS FINANCING FOR 300 MW 
OF WIND ASSETS
American Electric Power is sounding out banks about financing two wind-powered
generation projects with a combined price tag of around $320 million and output of 
312 MW. The Columbus, Ohio-based player has already blazed a trail in the thin U.S.
market for wind financing with a $120.7 million deal for its Desert Sky facility (PFR, 9/30).
The North American market has been starved of top-draw sponsors when compared to
Europe’s rich vein of deal flow, say bankers. David Hagelin, a spokesman at AEP, declined to

(continued on page 7)
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Web Exclusive 
Despite a flurry of press coverage,
Powergen’s decision to mothball two
power plants failed to move the U.K.
market.

For the full story go to PFR’s Web site
(www.iipower.com) 

TXU Crisis Spurs Asset
Sale Talk
TXU Europe’s balance sheet woes
could lead to asset sales in the U.K. and
Germany and may also see TXU Corp.
fall prey to a takeover bid.

See page 2 for further coverage of the
TXU Europe crisis
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TXU Ponders Debt Repurchase
TXU is pondering entering the secondary bond market to snap
up outstanding TXU Europe debt at dirt cheap levels. CEO
Earl Nye told investors in a conference call last Monday it is
something TXU is talking to its banking advisors about.  TXU
Europe’s sterling bonds of 2030, which are likely puttable next
year following the company’s credit-rating downgrade, are
trading below half of their face value, while its euro-
denominated debt is trading some 70% below face value.

Innogy Cuts Trading Links
U.K. utility Innogy has cut its trading links with TXU Europe.
An Innogy spokeswoman says the trading desk made the move
two weeks back on concerns about TXU Europe’s credit-
worthiness. The two energy traders are presently hammering
out a credit collateral agreement so they can resume trading.
“We are working at breakneck speed. It’s in 
nobody’s interest to stop trading,” says the spokeswoman.

TXU Likely To Offload German Biz
TXU Europe is likely to prep a sale of its 650,000 customer
German supply operations as part of plans to shore up its
creaky finances.  “It’s the most obvious candidate for a sale, but
nothing has been determined yet,” says a senior TXU official.

TXU CEO Earl Nye announced in a conference call last
Tuesday that TXU Europe would sell some $400 million of
assets as part of a corporate restructuring plan, but declined to
elaborate on what assets might be unloaded. 

TXU’s German portfolio consists of two municipal

utilities, or Stadtwerke in the former East Germany,
Braunschweiger Versorgungs, purchased last summer, and
Stadtwerke Kiel. 

Neil Beddall, a fixed income analyst at Barclays Capital,
says such a sale would make sense as they’d likely fetch the
$400 million target set by Nye, but he warned that a sale
would not be quick or easy. The TXU official adds that the
utility is unlikely to sell its 3.1 GW U.K. generation portfolio,
not least because it would be hard to recoup $400 million
given the depressed state of U.K. power prices.

E.on Tipped As Potential Suitor
German outfit E.on is being touted as a possible acquirer of
TXU Corp., following the collapse of the Dallas energy giant’s
share price last week. While E.on has stated previously that it
would like to acquire more utilities in the Midwest or
Northeast to merge with its Louisville Gas & Electric
subsidiary, it could change its aim now, speculates one London
investment banker. Neil Beddall, an analyst at Barclays Capital
agrees. He says such a deal would kill two birds with one stone,
allowing E.on to build a huge U.S. franchise and also bulk up
its U.K. supply business Powergen, which is deemed by some
pundits to lack critical mass. Acquiring TXU Energi, TXU’s
U.K. retail business, would give Powergen the scale it needs to
make a fist of the business, argues Beddall.

Market watchers also believe Scottish & Southern could
emerge as a suitor for TXU Europe. It failed in its bid for
American Electric Power’s SEEBOARD supply business this
summer and remains hungry for more customers, says Beddall.

TXU Europe In Crisis
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WestLB To Lead AIG Pipe Deal
Westdeutsche Landesbank has been hired to lead the financing
backing American International Group’s Highstar private
equity fund acquisition of Central Pipeline from Williams
Cos. A WestLB banker says the form of the financing has yet
to be determined, nor has the size, but it will likely be
arranged toward year-end and the start of next year. That
leaves bank debt and the private placement market as options,
he adds. 

The price tag on the acquisition, which was announced
mid-September, is $380 million and Highstar will also take on
$175 million in debt. The sale of the 6,000-mile pipeline,
which transports natural gas from Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Wyoming and Colorado to markets in the mid-continent, is
part of Tulsa, Okla.-based Williams strategy to raise more than
$3 billion through asset sales to strengthen its balance sheet.

Duke Refocuses Non-U.S. Business;
Lets Go London Trading Head  
Duke Energy International has reorganized its non-U.S.
business and as a result has made redundant David Shipway,
v.p. and head of power trading in London, according to
Petrina Fahey, public affairs manager. Paul Beynon, director
of gas trading, will assume Shipway’s responsibilities in
addition to his own. The move, which resulted from an
internal review of the company’s Latin American, Asia Pacific
and European operations, reflects reduced liquidity and
downward pressure on credit ratings, Fahey explains. The
reorganization has resulted in a reduction of staff across its
businesses in the last three weeks, Fahey adds, declining to put
a number on the departures. Shipway could not be reached
for comment. 

Duke hired Shipway almost exactly two years ago from
Accord to lead a push into European power and gas trading
(PFR, 9/25/00). 

As a result of the review Duke Energy International will
focus on its Dutch industrial gas supply and trading business,
which it purchased from Exxon/Mobil in April 2000, and its
midstream gas business in Germany and Italy. The company’s
power trading operation will focus on the U.K. and French
markets and it will continue to own and operate an
approximately 100 MW cogeneration plant in France, Fahey
says. 

Duke is the latest U.S. company to scale back its European
operations in the face of tougher market conditions. “There
are just too many guys trading too little stuff,” comments Ed
Tirello, managing director and senior power strategist at
Berenson Minella in New York.

Alliant Lines Up Bank 
Quartet For Mirant Plant 
Alliant Energy Generation has lined up CoBank to head a club
of banks providing non-recourse financing for its $109 million
acquisition of a 309 MW plant from Mirant. The group is
rounded out by ANZ Investment Bank, HypoVereinsbank and
National Australia Bank, says Mark Condon, cfo at the
Oakbrook Terrace, Ill., non-regulated generation arm of Alliant
Energy Resources, were not returned. All four lenders will take
equal slugs of the $70-80 million bank debt, say market
officials. Financiers at CoBank were unable to provide
immediate comment. 

The Neenah, Wis., plant has six years remaining on a power
purchase agreement with WE Energies and so a key issue for
banks bidding on the deal was the extent to which they could
stomach extending maturity into a merchant tail (PFR, 9/2).
The club has agreed to an eight-year maturity, with initial
pricing of LIBOR plus 150 basis points, though the financing
has a number of cash traps and the bulk of the debt will be
amortized by the time the merchant tail is reached, says one
official. The banks are working on final documentation and
expect to have the deal wrapped up by mid-November at the
latest.

The deals is Alliant Genco’s first foray in to the non-recourse
market and as a result one banker characterizes the selection of
the winning banks as being very much driven by price and
tenor, rather than relationships.

TECO Readies Loan Renewals
TECO Energy is looking to renew two maturing loan facilities
totalling $650 million and will hold a bank meeting this week to
drum up support. The deals are led by Citibank and are split
into tranches of $350 million and $300 million, says a banker.
Citi officials declined comment and further details could not be
ascertained. 

One observer notes that TECO hasn’t picked the best of times
to syndicate a bank loan. Last week the Tampa, Fla., company
was prepping a common stock offering of 15 million shares
aimed at raising funds to reduce short-term debt. The equity call
came as it was roiled by the market along with a number of other
energy players. Calls to Mark Kane, an investor relations officials
at TECO, were not returned by press time.

In a bid to shore up its finances, TECO has signaled it will be
divesting some assets. It has also deferred some generation
development, most notably its Dell power plant in Dell, Ark.,
and the 599 MW McAdams unit in Kosciusko, Miss. Those two
were to have formed the core of $400 million non-recourse
financing effort (PFR, 9/16).
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DTE Swoops For Top Cargill Staffer
DTE Energy Trading has landed Mike Neale, a senior
electricity trader with Cargill-Alliant, as part of its plan to
quietly bulk up and expand its trading operation. The push by
the Ann Arbor, Mich., unregulated arm of DTE Energy is being
driven by Randy Balhorn, an industry veteran who was brought
in as president last year from Reliant Energy Europe, say market
officials. Neale, who joined last week as director of financial
trading, could not be reached and Balhorn did not return calls.

DTE Energy Trading bills itself as the fastest growing energy
trader among players that don’t own or market parent company
generation, and its approach has kept it out of the spotlight.
“They have been regional, conservative and profitable. They
have flown under the radar,” reflects one market watcher. One
official who knows Balhorn says it is unclear how the growth
strategy will manifest itself going forward, but people are
expecting him to make significant moves. Earlier this year, some
market officials were expecting DTE to make a move for parts of
the Aquila weather desk (PFR, 8/19), but that team has now
started to disperse to other shops (PFR, 9/23)

At Cargill, Neale had P&L responsibility for customer and
proprietary trading. Industry officials report differing takes on
Cargill’s direction. One says the firm may be looking to wind
down an operation that has made consistent but not spectacular
returns. However, another industry player says the firm has
recently become active in ERCOT. That would be at odds with a
wind-down strategy, he adds. Bill Brady spokesman at Cargill,
did not return calls.

It Tolls For Thee
Allegheny Default May Impact 
Black Hills Vegas Financing
Allegheny Energy’s announcement that it has defaulted on
agreements with some of its power trading partners is likely to
create a major headache for Blacks Hills Corp., which has been
looking for several months to secure non-recourse financing on a
Las Vegas plant which includes a tolling agreement with
Allegheny. The deal was making stutter-step progress, one
banker notes, even before the default. Potential lenders were
skittish about the fact the tolling arrangement was so heavily in
favor of Black Hills that Allegheny would likely try to re-
negotiate (PFR, 8/4). Calls to Richard Ashbeck, senior v.p. of
finance at Black Hills, were not returned.  

The Rapid City, S.D.-based company was looking for a 
$160 million fully underwritten non-recourse loan to finance the
230 MW plant. Bankers say that dollar amount may have been
downsized, but were unsure because there has been no formal
syndication. In August, Ashbeck said ABN AMRO and Credit

Lyonnais had been retained to lead the financing, and more
banks may come in at a senior level before the deal enters
syndication. The debt will have a construction plus five-year
tenor. Calls to Credit Lyonnais and ABN were not returned by
press time.

Entergy Financing Pushed Back
The EUR340 million ($332 million) non-recourse debt
financing of Entergy’s Maritza East III power plant in Bulgaria
will likely be pushed back till next month, says an official close
to the deal. The project loan was originally slated to close in
September (PFR, 8/19). The mandated lead arrangers Credit
Agricole Indosuez and Société Générale hope to ink 
EUR240 million in financing next month and launch
syndication shortly thereafter, notes the lender, adding the
French banks still need to iron out a couple of wrinkles. The
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development is also
providing a EUR100 million ticket.

Entergy will use the proceeds to upgrade Maritza, an 
840 MW lignite coal-fired CHP station, situated 30 miles from
the Turkish border in southeast Bulgaria.

Citi Takes The Lead 
On AES Loan Package
Citibank is leading the effort to corral existing lenders into
AES’ planned $1.6 billion secured credit facility, according to
market officials. The financing, which includes the key 
$850 million revolver expiring in March (PFR, 9/30), will be
secured against equity interests in the Arlington, Va., company’s
cash generative businesses, they add.  The deal is seen by many
as make or break for the company, but the general tone among
lenders is that it will get done, not least because the 
bankruptcy alternative is so unpalatable, says one official who
has been canvassing sentiment. Calls to Citi were not returned
by press time. 

The bank debt is part of an effort to restructure AES’
financing, and it is dependent on the successful completion of
an offer to exchange $500 million in senior notes—falling due
this year and 2013, but puttable next year—for a combination
of cash and new senior secured securities (PFR, 10/7). An
additional condition of the loan refinancing is that all existing
lenders sign up. The facility is priced at LIBOR plus 400 with a
100 basis point commitment fee, which is in line with what the
market had been expecting, one official notes.

Aside from the $850 million revolver, the proposed facility
will replace a $425 million term loan due August 2003, a 
$262.5 million term loan due July 2003, and a 
GBP52.3 million ($81.2 million) letter of credit facility.
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Europe
• Union Fenosa is mulling a series of non-strategic asset sales
in response to its falling share price. “We are talking about
assets in the distribution network,” said a spokesman. Fenosa
owns a 10% stake of national grid operator Red Electrica
(Reuters, 10/7). 

• E.on has sent out requests for proposals for a EUR15
billion loan. The facility will probably feature one and five
year tranches (Euroweek, 10/7).

• Spain’s Ministry of Finance plans to block the sale of
Iberdrola’s domestic transmission assets to CVC Capital
Partners, preferring Spanish grid operator Red Electrica to be
the buyer (Expansion, 10/8).

• Poland’s treasury has picked RWE to buy an 85% stake in
Warsaw electricity distributor Stoen. RWE was selected for
exclusive talks in September, beating out rivals Electrabel and
Electricité de France (Wall Street Journal Europe, 10/9).

The Weekly Recap is a summary of publicly reported power news stories. The information has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but PFR does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy.

Weekly Recap

Duke Opts For Solo Lead
Duke Energy departed from its usual strategy of using 
co-leads for its recent $1 billion common stock offering so
investors would get a clear and clean message about the deal.
Myron Caldwell, v.p. of corporate finance, says given the size
of the offering and tough market conditions Duke wanted to
ensure there was no possibility of confusion between joint
bookrunners. Morgan Stanley got the call to lead the sale
based on Duke’s assessment of its experience in the energy
sector and ability to execute, he adds. 

The offering of 54.5 million shares grossed $1 billion and
is the final part of the Charlotte, N.C., player’s financing for
Westcoast Energy. Duke issued $750 million in equity units
last November and was considering more convertibles to make
up the $1 billion balance on the cash part of the acquisition
(PFR, 1/21). Caldwell says the decision to issue straight
equity was driven by a number of factors, including the fact
Duke now has a heavy concentration of convertibles, but the
chief reason was concern how the rating agencies would view
the transaction. Though equity-linked notes receive equity
credit, they also carry an interest payment and rating agency
methodology has become much tougher on power companies.
“Rating agencies have raised the bar,” he reflects. 

The placement, at $19.24 per share, took a day to
complete and given its size, Caldwell says Duke is pleased
with the deal. “The offering went well given the environment
we are participating in here,” he says.

Separately, Duke also tapped the fixed-income mart for
$350 million in 30-year 6.45% bonds via a UBS Warburg led

deal to take out mortgage bonds and a private placement.
Despite some credit spread widening, the underlying
cheapness of 30-year rates prompted the company to make the
opportunistic offering. Duke anticipates the issue will cut its
annual interest bill by $750,000.

Nebraska Muni Pays Down Debt 
The Nebraska Public Power District plans to use the proceeds
from a $96 million offering of fixed-rate revenue bonds,
which were due to launch late last week, to refinance $60.5
million of short-term debt and to pay down liabilities
associated with its Cooper Nuclear Station.  Traci Bender,
assistant treasurer, says the NPPD has decided to call the
$60.5 million of debt early to take advantage of attractive
yields. “The debt is callable in January and since we’ll have
the new debt outstanding for another 30 years, we wanted to
lock in good rates,” she says.  

According to Bender, $57 million of the upcoming bond
issuance will be used to help pay down $60.5 million of
commercial paper that was originally used to help finance the
construction of the Kingsley Hydro Facility 
(38 MW). The remaining $39 million is earmaked to fund a
settlement with MidAmerican Energy, that will release it
from claims associated with the running costs and expenses of
the Cooper  nuclear plant.    

The bonds are expected to price towards the end of the
week of Oct. 7, says Bender. Goldman Sachs is the lead
manager on the deal and co-managers are Lehman Brothers,
Bear Stearns, UBS Paine Webber and six regional banks.

Corporate Strategies
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Latin America
• Santiago, Chile-based Enersis is considering the sale of its
Peruvian unit Edegel to help ease its heavy debt load. Enersis,
controlled by Spain’s Endesa, announced plans earlier this
month for a capital increase of up to $1.5 billion and the sale
of some $1 billion in assets (Reuters, 10/7).

U.S. 
• El Paso, which saw its stock fall after a regulatory judge
ruled it illegally withheld gas supplies during the California
energy crisis, has asked the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission to hold a hearing on the issue next month.
FERC can take months or even years before acting on a judge’s
ruling. The company also asked FERC to promise to issue a
final agency ruling by Dec. 31 (Reuters, 10/7).

• A Senate investigation found “systemic and catastrophic
failure” by the Securities and Exchange Commission in its
regulation of Enron. A Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee study found, for example, that the SEC failed to
review any of Enron’s post-1997 annual reports, missing its
best chance of finding red flags in the company’s misleading
descriptions of partnerships controlled by its cfo and used to
hide its debt (The Wall Street Journal, 10/7).

• PJM directors have approved upgrades to its system that
can accommodate about 39 new power plants with a total
generating capacity near 8,600 MW (Dow Jones, 10/7).

• EOTT Energy Partners became another casualty of
Enron’s demise, announcing it had filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection to shed its remaining connections with
Enron. Earlier this year EOTT reported losses caused by
write-offs of Enron contracts that had become worthless. The
partnership was also 37% owned by Enron (Houston
Chronicle, 10/9).

• Dynegy’s Illinois Power unit agreed to sell its high-voltage
electric transmission system to Trans-Elect for $239 million.
The sale includes about 1,700 miles of transmission lines, 20
transmission substations, and the transmission assets within an
additional 40 substations (The Wall Street Journal, 10/9).

• American Electric Power fired five employees for reporting
inaccurate gas price information for use in indexes compiled by
trade publications. Dynegy disclosed last month that some of
its traders had also reported inaccurate data. The Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission questioned the accuracy of
published indexes for natural gas in the West in mid-August, in
an initial report on the region’s power crisis (Dow Jones, 10/9).

• Allegheny Energy will seek Securities and Exchange
Commission approval to authorize its Allegheny Energy
Supply unit to provide collateral to support up to $2 billion in
secured borrowings. The Hagerstown, Md., energy company is
facing a credit crunch after a string of credit downgrades
(Reuters, 10/9).

in New York declined all comment. 
Fox was described by one former Aquila official as something

of a wunderkind, having set up a trading operation at the Kansas
City, Mo., company that became the second largest in the U.S.
Aquila started scaling down its trading operation and letting go
traders in May in an effort to shore up its battered credit rating.   

D.E. Shaw joins a growing number of hedge funds and
financial institutions that are migrating to the energy trading
markets, filling the shoes of old line utilities that have less
experience with and appetite for managing volatile instruments,
say market officials. This process has been accelerated by the
capitulation of the energy industry’s elite, such as Aquila and
Enron, resulting in the dispersal of trading talent to hedge funds
such as Citadel Investments and Tudor Investments (PFR,
5/27), as well as to financial institutions such as Bank of
America (PFR, 6/24). 

—V. K.

NEW YORK
(continued from page 1)

comment. 
The first deal down the pipe will likely be for the $160

million Trent Mesa Wind project, near Abilene, Texas. AEP is
still talking to banks about what structure to employ, but has yet
to select a lead arranger notes one official. The timeline for the
financing of the 150 MW farm isn’t set, but at the very least it
will wait for the Desert Sky deal to wrap, which is expected to
happen later this month. The project became operational last
summer and has inked a 10-year offtake contract with TXU.

The other deal, dubbed Golden Prairie, is a little further
down the track. AEP is in talks with GE Power about acquiring
a planned 162 MW facility in Lamar, Colo. The project, which
is also expected to cost around $160 million, was picked up by
GE when it bought assets from Enron Wind earlier this year.
The project is partly dependent on Colorado Public Utilities
Commission approval for Xcel Energy to buy the output.

—Peter Thompson

AEP PLOTS
(continued from page 1)
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adding that it has not yet received bids. Calls to Salomon
bankers in New York were not returned. 

Morrell confirms Allegheny Energy Supply has been
booking out open trading positions because its counterparties
have cut their lines with the company but denied rumors that
it is preparing to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.
The decision to reduce trading exposure, he says, predates the
current crisis and was initiated before Dan Gordon was
terminated as head of trading, in order to reduce the
company’s reliance on trading and accompanying mark-to-
market volatility. 

The company is not looking for a partner for its trading
business, Morrell notes. “I can’t imagine what a partner would
do for us.” Although Merrill Lynch, from which Allegheny
purchased the trading group last year—now the subject of a
double lawsuit—acts as the sleeve on some of Allegheny’s
power trades, Morrell says it does not have to consult Merrill
over the proposed sale. He declined comment on the lawsuit.
A Merrill spokesman in New York was unable to provide
comment by press time. 

An equity analyst in New York estimates that if Allegheny

ALLEGHENY
(continued from page 1)

TXU spokeswoman in Dallas, was unable to provide comment
by press time.

U.S. utility investors and analysts are becoming increasingly
disillusioned with TXU’s foray into Europe and many believe
the latest bailout is a case of sending
good money after bad. “Investors are
saying enough is enough, and the view
seems to be getting through to top
management,” says one Midwest money
manager. He adds TXU has said it
would inject the $700 million shortly to
restructure some of TXU Europe’s costly
offtake agreements, but nothing is in
writing and it could walk away. 

Another investor notes that Wall
Street sell-side analysts are putting
pressure on TXU to renege on the deal,
adding that debt analyst Robert Rubin
of Deutsche Bank has been particularly
vociferous. “While outlining a plan to
fix Europe is certainly good for creditors

PRESSURE
(continued from page 1)

of TXU Europe…we do not believe that a continued
commitment to the European franchise is in the best interests
of [TXU],” argued Rubin in a recent research report.

In one of three ad hoc conference calls held last week TXU
CEO Earl Nye said that it would only renege on the funding if
the equity transfer threatened TXU Corp.’s investment-grade

rating. Analysts argue, however, that
the collapse in TXU’s share price last
week and a growing appreciation of
the costs involved in rebuilding TXU
Europe’s tattered balance sheet is
likely causing a re-evaluation.

“Beyond the $700 million, Fitch
is saying it will need hundreds of
millions of dollars to put it
right…Probably in the region of
$400-700 million… You look at its
equity performance over the past few
days and you’ve gotta ask yourself
why they would bother,” questions
Neil Beddall, a utility analyst at
Barclays Capital in London.

—Will Ainger

sells 1,000 MW of coal-fired generation—from its total
generation portfolio of some 10,000 MW—it could raise
around $350 million.   

As part of its efforts to shore up liquidity, Allegheny Energy
Supply is talking to lead banks JPMorgan and Citigroup to
extend the term of a $965 million loan, part of which expires
next year and part in 2005. In addition, it is looking to
renegotiate $335 million in bilateral loans to the parent
company and regulated utilities, most of which have tenors of
one year. Calls to Citigroup were not returned. 

Eric Fornell, managing director-natural resources group at
JPMorgan in New York, says he is confident the sale of part of
Allegheny’s generation portfolio will be a success, citing the
recent divestiture of Williams Cos.’ Central Pipeline asset,
which JPMorgan oversaw. “There was a real horse race,” he
adds. 

—Victor Kremer

Quote Of The Week
“There are just too many guys trading too little stuff.” —Ed Tirello,
managing director and senior power strategist at Berenson Minella
in New York, commenting on Duke Energy International’s plans to
scale back its European trading operations (see story, page 3).
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